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Voters pull plug on pool; incumbents win
By Karen Lynd
Community editor

Funding for the Arcata Community
Pool was denied as Proposition D failed to reach a two-thirds majority vote
in Tuesday’s election.
j
A 62.4 percent majority was not
enough for the proposition to pass,
even though the related Proposition E
passed. That measure, however, only
required a simple majority vote to
pass.
The proposition would have reuired district residents to pay an additional $15 tax per household per year in
four consecutive years, to help fight

rising energy costs to the pool caused
by inflation.
In McKinleyville, Donald Harling,
Edward Estes and incumbent Grant
Ramey
were
elected
to
the
McKinleyville
Community
Services
District.
The three winners claimed easy victories over four other candidates, including Barbara Mendenhall.
Mendenhall was criticized during the
election campaign for her involvement
with the Campaign
for Economic
Democracy.
Meanwhile, Arcata’s Proposition B
passed with a 61.9 percent majority,
allowing the development of 40 units

of housing in the Valley West area. The
Arcata Economic Development Corp.
will continue its four-step procedure to
initiate the measure by finalizing a loan
with the California Housing Finance
Agency.
In the Northern Humboldt Union
High School District Governing Board
contest,
Martha
Likins, and
incumbents Robert Molloy and Esther
Holmes all won seats.
Incumbent

Ira Blatt, Lea Nagy and

Susan Armstrong-Buck were elected as
representatives to the Arcata School
District Governing Board.
Humboldt County Board of Education Trustee titles were claimed bv Jean

Olson and L. Jason McCloney for
Areas 5 and 6, respectively.
In Eureka, Howard Bloomer easily
defeated George Sousa for Humboldt
Bay Harbor Commissioner.
Voter representation for the election
was low, County Clerk Don Michael,
said. Michael would not give an
estimate
on
the percentage
of
registered Humboldt County voters
who went to the polls Tuesday, but
said the figure was probably close to
that of a similar election two years ago.
Michael said school district and
special measure elections are expected

See ELECTION, page 11

Asbestos fibers
in Mad River
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‘unusually high’
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By Shannon May
Staff writer

Tests on Mad River water samples
have revealed ‘‘one of the highest concentrations of asbestos fibers in the
United States,’’ according to a report
received

by

the

Humboldt

Bay

Municipal Water District in October
HBMWD
can only wait tor the
results of federal studies on asbestos ir
drinking water before taking any ac
tion, officials said last week.
The

report,

prepared

by

a

Eureka

engineering consultation firm, Winzier
and

Kelly, also said a 1978 San

cisco Bay
in water
ship to
statistical
content
cancers.
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Senior computer operator Shirley Seelhoff is dwarted by massive new $3 million Control! Data Cyber 170

Mild said enrollment figures should
be available to admissions and records
in the second week in November. Then
it will be up to that department to
check for any errors.
Bob Hannigan, director of admissions and records, said this mostly in-

volves locating any discrepancies between teacher class lists and student
schedules.
“I don’t expect we'll have to take
—_ time with that at all,’’ Hannigan
said.
Hannigan said that without the comfigures
puter problems enrollment
would be available now.
“I'd say if we hadn’t been through
the machine problems, we'd be in a
whole lot better shape,’’ he said.
Mild said a lot of the work that
needs to be done is manual work and
not due to computer malfunction.
“We

have

shakedown

suffered

problems.

from

We

lost

normal

some

time, but I don’t think it would be fair

to say our being behind schedule could
be solely attributed to the equipment,”
Mild said.

See ASBESTOS, page 24

He said the center has many valuable
computer programs — representing 40
to 50 man-years in labor — that must
be made compatible to the new comgue. There are only three people to
0

this.

As a result, ‘‘we are going to be
working within the conversion environment for some time,’’ Mild said.
The new computer, a Control Data
Cyber 170, has both administrative and
instructional uses. It was purchased
because the old computer
system
became obsolete, R.J. Wilson, coordinator of academic computing, said.
The
system

California State Universities
decided to replace the com-

puters

on

each

of

its

19

campuses,

Wilson said.
Control Data Corporation

See COMPUTER,

won

HBMWD’s board of directors requested the analysis of Mad River
water last year after learning of
unusually high asbestos fiber concentrations in the river.
The asbestos fibers result from the
natural erosion of serpentine rock or
soils. The fibers are carried into the

Computer conversion causes delays
By Steve Jaramillo
Staff weiter
*
-" The Computer Center is still ironing
out
problems
involved
in_ the
changeover
to the new computer
system.
A variety of machine and manpower
problems has resulted in delay in obtaining
HSU’s
official enrollment
figures and could result in a delay in
the mailing of grades at the end of the
quarter, Don Mild, director of the
Computer Center, said.

Fran-

Area study of asbestos fibers
supplies — in their relationpublic health — found a
correlation between asbestos
and certain gasirointestinal

the

rage 11
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New requirements alter
HSU’s emphasis phase
Changes in the California State
University system’s General Education
requirements have resulted in restructuring of the emphasis phase program
at HSU.
“The State Legislature, which controls the CSU system, came out, I

aed have an option, DeGregorio
said.
For ‘‘people who are under the
20-unit emphasis phase there is an option ... that would allow them to complete their 48 units.’’
They should ‘‘count their eight units
of institutions (political science and
history), take a 12-unit emphasis phase
— subtotal 68 units — and then take

believe it was the end of last year, with

two

By Garth Rogers

Staff writer

new’ Title Five 'guidelines for General

Education,’’
Cam
DeCiregorio,
Academic Information and Referral
Center counselor, said.
Title Five is the section of state law
which outlines GE requirements for the
CSU

system.

DeGregorio said the changes, which
became effective this quarter, were
designed to bring uniformity to the
CSU system’s GE requirements.
‘Previously,
the system-wide

re-

quirement was 60 units ... Humboldt
expanded upon that with the emphasis
phase,” bringing the number of GE
units needed for graduation to 70,
DeGregorio said.
Partially as a result of HSU’s increased GE requirements ‘‘there was a
feeling within the chancellor’s office —
within the system — that something
needed to be done to uniformize the
General Education (requirements),”’
DeGregorio said.
The change
in HSU’s
GE
requirements ‘‘is that the emphasis
phase, which ... has been 10 units for
transfers and 20 units for first-time
freshmen, has gone to 12 units (for
both),”’ he said.
‘‘The (GE) unit requirement is now
72 units for people who are starting
college this fall.’’
At HSU, the units are spread over
seven categories; 12 units each in
science, social science, humanities and
basic subjects, for a total of 48 units;
eight units in political science and
history; and four units in a critical
thinking course, plus the 12 unit emphasis phase.
Because of changes in GE
requirements, native students who want
to remain under the old GE guidelines
and have not completed the emphasis

additional

units

from

any

of the

four categories to make their 70
units,’’ he said.
‘‘That is a much better option ...
unless they have been here long enough
to have almost completed the 20-unit
package,’ DeGregorio said.
‘‘When they (all students) come to
Humboldt, they have four options as
to what catalogs they are going to
follow. They can follow the catalog
that’s in effect at the time they come to
Humboldt, at the time they entered
(any junior college, university or) college, the catalog in effect at the time
they change their major or at the time
that they graduate,’’ DeGregorio said.
But ‘‘unless the student opts to
change catalogs ... there will be no effect,’’ he said.
As a result of the restructuring of the
emphasis phase program, some courses
have been dropped, others have been
redesigned and new ones have been added, DeGregorio said.
Because of the emphasis program requirement changes, the AIR center encourages students who began their emphasis phase before this quarter to
complete their courses by the end of
this year. But as long as the classes are
available, students will be able to complete the old emphasis program.
According
to DeGregorio,
new
courses are coming up for approval
before the University Curriculum
Committee each week.
**What the committee is looking for
within the guidelines is that the courses
are coherent, that they fulfill the
philosophy of the emphasis phase,
which is that you look at a given topic
in a critical way and then draw on the
skills you received in the introductory
phase to look at the problem in a
scholarly way,’’ DeGregorio said.

Members of Students for Peace demonstrate.

Club sounds nuke battle cry
By Sophi Buetens
Staff writer
The Students for Peace club wants to
‘*educate’’ people on the realities of
nuclear war.
“This Hollywood conception of
what war is like, this good guy, bad
guy
philosophy,
keeps
us in
ignorance,’’
club
member
Dan
Frideger said.
Six members of the club marched on
campus Friday to protest war and
violence in general.

Wearing costumes, Frideger, Regina
Espinosa, Angela Cook, Mike Gregan,
Garth Harwood, and one member who
refused to be identified, chanted and
made a speech at the University Center
quad.
*‘We feel it’s important to do what
little we can to get the issue of war and
=
out in the open,’’ Harwood
said.
The Students for Peace club has
=
$0 members this year, Fridegar
This is their second year as a club.
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By Joel Tipple
Staff writer

from the academic year 1973-74.

Alth
substantial gains have
wine aie nergy conservation at
Hombotds See over
one the last a
sane.
ne
-”" ony To
a
gunn Ro

and since then has been ——
the fat’? out of HSU’s waste
energy situation.
Ortiz said HSU didn’t have an
energy program prior to the formation of the energy committee. He said
the practice at HSU was to use oT
‘because it was cheap’’ and inefficient use of gas and electricity was the
norm.
Ortiz said HSU has done “very

40 percent goal si
Guan ot Lionel Ors, aan
of the campus energy com—
must be reache chairman
A mandate from the California
State University system chancellor’s
for energy cuts office was sent to all campuses in the
stan

well’’ in cutting back on electricity in
relation to its standing with other

spring of 1979.
In the mandate, a 40
t energy
reduction target was
stipulated. This
goal must be achieved by all camses by academic
year 1983-84
and is
Gassd on improving energy use taken

schools in the CSU system.

**We've been near the top in elec-

vie
mi

(oe and somewhere in the
of the pack in natural gas.’’ he

said.
HSU was able to meet the 40 per:
cent conservation
level in 1979, Dee
en
See
ee Fa, Ortiz

He added the university has been
able to cut energy use by 27.7

so far this year (using the

1973-74

t

base year for comparison).
More than a 40 percent reduction
ae
_ can be achieved at HSU,
iz
He said the peepee which have
been put into effect so far, such as a
campus-wide switch from wee
to
35-watt bulbs and installing time
clocks on heating systems, have been
“low cost, no cost’? measures that
have resulted in the energy-use reduc-

tion.

See CONSERVE, page 6

Trustees to vote on student fee Nov. 16
By Barb Mayer
Staff writer
A

$46 student fee for this school
proposed
by the California State
Universit
Chancellor's staff, will be
voted on by the CSU Board of Trustees
Nov. 16, University Resource Planning
and
Committee member Ross
Glen
at the Student Legislative
Council meeting Monday.
‘I think they see it as the only way to
go, the only way to meet the
.’’ Glen said.

$46 surcharge would either be a

winter quarter fee or a $23 fee charged

—

=.

winter and spring quarters.
The tentative plan is for the fee to be
levied this year only.
‘“‘We have a $19 million shortfall
that we have to address immediately,”’
Glen said.

The fee would cover $16 million of
the deficit.
Results of a student survey, which
last week, should be available
this weekend,
SLC
Chairperson
Michael
nn said. The survey asked
for ideas from students on how to deal
with the budget deficits.
The URBPC will consider the CSU
survey results for answers to the long
range financial
» Glen said.
A move by SLC member, Jeff
Chaney, to write a letter from the SLC
to the board opposing the surcharge,
was tabled until next Monday’s
meeting when survey results could
show student support.
The SLC also heard Director of
Housing and Food Services Harland
Harris
gave an orientative talk on
Lumberjack Enterprises, focusing on
the new meal point plan.
‘*We went into this food service =
to keep costs in line and eliminate food
wastes,’’ Harris said.
“I'm.
really excited
about
it,
especially after we get the bugs ironed
out of it,’’ he said.
“it has worked out pretty well,’’
Harris said, ‘‘but some are concerned

aaa

that prices are too high.”’

Dorm

One of the concerned,
student
Kempton Russell, took his complaints
concerning food —" to Lumberjack
Enterprises on
1S. Lumberjack
Enterprises then set up a subcommittee
to meet with representatives of the

6, Associated Students Vice President
Valerie Moore said.
The Dorm Food Services Committee
found a lot of hostility on the part of
the students about the current point
system, Moore said.

By Garth Rogers
Staff weiter
An 18-year-old HSU student was
raped in her residence hall Friday morning.
Barly
Saturday,
Richard
T.
Stobaugh, 25, of McKinleyville, was
arrested
by University Police Department Sergeant Dennis Sousa and three
other UPD officers in an Arcata tavern
in connection with the crime. The UPD
was aided in their search for the
suspect by a composite drawing made
from the description given by the victim.
The victim later identified Stobaugh
in a police lineup, HSU Public Affairs
Director Cindy Coleman said.

Ff
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8
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%

Nov. 15 — Arcata Bottoms —
2 and 8m

x

i

Coleman said the UPD declined to
say which residence hall the victim lived in, or how the assailant gained entrance.
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us anything,”’ she said.

513 J St. — ARCATA
Mon.-Sat. 9-5:30
822-6826

.

2andé6m
Feb. 6 — Trinidad-Clam Beach —
8.5m

Stobaugh is not a HSU student.
Stobaugh is being held on $25,000
bail, Coleman said.
The case was turned over to the
Humboldt County district attorney’s
office Tuesday morning. No formal
charge
has
been
filed
against
Stobaugh.
“The officers we spoke with have
her (the victim’s) welfare first and
foremost,’’ Coleman said.
‘‘They were very careful not to tell

— Complete Auto Repair

Ss

Jan. 10 — Patrick's Point —

Nov.

Joe’s Foreign & Domestic

e

Dec. 6 — West End — 4.6 m

Services Committee

Dorm resident raped; man held
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Dog day afternoon
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a dreary day. No sleep last night and a midterm in
What
fungi reproduction. Well, hi there puppy. Hey, you're cute.
Like to be petted, too. You're a lucky dog. No midterms for
you. Well, see you later, pup and thanks for the smile.
Doc Snoozer's outdone himself with this test. Oh, geez!
How am | supposed to concentrate with that mutt howling out
there? Oh, I'll survive. He's probably just lonely.
Nice German shepherd. He looks pretty content there on
the library steps. Hi fellow, how are — OW! Damn, he bit me!
See if | pet any more of these cursed beasts.
Ah, my daily fix of popcorn. I'll sit out here in the quad and
do a little fog-bathing. Oh no! Get away dog, you, you animal. |
don't want anything to do with you. Go! Geez, what a beggar.
How can | resist? OK, have some popcorn. Yeah, you're all
right. After all, one bad apple, and all that other stuff.
Wow, that black labrador really knows how to catch a
so well. Dogs do add a lot of
frisbee. And it minds its master
Too bad some people want to get
y
to the campus.
personalit
rid of them with a dog policy.
Homeward bound. My feet are so cold, | think I'll turn the
heater on full blast. Ah, much better. Egad, what is that rank
smell? Oh crap, something on my shoe! Maybe that policy isn't
so bad after all.
i K->

Trimming the fat

ip,
alll

The fat man is ‘getting thinner but much of the weight loss

ett
Use it again

is merely cosmetic.
This is the analogy drawn from a conversation with Lionel

Ortiz, assistant director of plant operations, when discussing

Humboldt State's energy conservation program.
The fat man is the university, and its diet plan has consisted of various energy conservation measures designed to
meet a California State University mandate.
in the springof 1979, the CSU system asked its 19 campuses, in the form of a mandate, to cut energy consumption by
40 percent.
The campuses had until 1983-84 to do it.
The reduction was to be realized in comparison to
1973-74, the base year for the plan.
Humboldt State met the 40 percent figure for 1979-80,
four years ahead of schedule.
But last year the university consumed more energy and
ended up with only 27.7 percent savings in comparision to
1973-74.
Cheating on the diet? Not really. Instead, there is a pro-

“The CSU planners aren't taking energy needs based on
weather differences into account when they should,” Ortiz
said.
Another problem facing the campus in its energy conservation drive is Gov. Jerry Brown's recent funding freeze.
By putting a lid on money expenditures by state agencies
(like the CSU system), Brown killed Ortiz's plan to have an
energy audit done for the university by an Oakland conservation firm.
The audit would have examined the efficiency of heat
have made

buildings and would

Body

for curtailing energy use.
“All the low cost, no-cost fixes have been used up,” Ortiz
said. ‘If we really want to conserve, we'll have to put some investment into a program."
But without more funding to implement ambitious conservi ion measures, the university's diet plan will stay at the carrot

anc celery stick level.
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Politics

Editor:
Each day we lose more of
our personal freedoms, often
under the guise of democracy,
being told there is a majority,
other than ourselves, who wish
to see things happen contrary
to our personal interests. How
selfish for us not to concede to
the desires of the greater
whole. How miserable life will
be if this carries on much further.
What makes me think of
this? Simply that I am soon to
find another ‘‘ticket’’ issued
to me, this time for having a
dog! A dog unattended, that
is.

Editor:
In response to the Amy
Shaw letter of Oct. 14, let me
say that Jeff Lincoln and
Valerie Moore are not isolationists but rather are realists.
Jeff and Valerie and the SLC
were elected to represent them
at the college level. For international concerns there are
Alan
Cranston,
S.1.
Hayakawa and Don Clausen
to turn to and Doug Bosco and
Barry Keene represent the area
in Sacramento.
So the SLC passed resolutions against American
involvement in Vietnam and El
Salvador. What did it accomplish?
Nothing!
Maybe
‘‘we’re only students,’’ but
wasn’t that what they were
when they were elected? I’m
glad to see that Lincoln and
Moore realize their positions
and limits and aren’t committed to wasting their time chas-

Arcata

Avie

Puppy love

anes TAD WEBER

DISCLAIMER:

It seems

that

because

some

poll (1 was never made aware
of) has revealed that a ‘‘majority’’ (four out of five dentists say ... ) of students feel
that the presence of dogs is
somehow
(many
ways?)
detrimental to the university
Continued on page $
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HSU,

ing rainbows,
tilting with
windmills or shooting off a lot
of hot air!
Todd Lufkin

Michael Matthews

Community Recycling Center
would have long since gone the
way of many
other nowdefunct recycling operations.
Although CETA funds for
salaries at the
Recycling
Center did end Sept. 26, support from the ASB through
matching
funds
for Work
Study employment continues.
Without this assistance, we'd
be sunk!
So thank you HSU students
and the ASB for your support
this year and in previous years
of community recycling efforts in Arcata.

suggestions

MUMBOLOT STATE UNIVERSITY

at

e edito

With your help, the Arcata
Community Recycling Center
has made it to its 10th birthday
and looks forward to 10 more!

Editor:
This is in regard to Shannon
May’s
on the Arcata
Community Recycling Center,
**Use it
n,”’ which ran ia
last week’s (Oct. 21) Lumberjack.
The
Arcata Community
Recycling Center is celebrating
its 10th year of service on the
North Coast this month. Ten
years of non-stop operation is
a huge achievement for a rural
recycling center 300 miles
from markets in the city.
Without the long-time support of the Associated Student

blem in the way energy-use reductions are measured.
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More letters to the editor...
on the state university.
I am learning the role of
state university police. I have
three parking tickets to attribute to my learning
exence. The rest of the lesson
been little more than
friendly hellos and warnings
for riding my bike with a weak
battery in the light. I know

they are just doing their job.

But I, and the dozens of
other dog owners who attend
HSU, must be allowed to
maintain our freedom. I know
there are restrictions but they
were made against my will.
Rules and laws must be flexible in order to maintain justice
in a democracy.
To have to pay $25 for tying
my dog up for an hour seems
completely absurd, as well as
bringing up my residual ire.
What
has my dog done?
Nothing! Except, maybe, put
more money into the Arcata
Municipal Justice
q
I don’t want to belabor the
point. What I want is to see a
protest against this loss of
freedom. I want to see plenty
of dogs playing,
barking,
sleeping,
sniffing,
tailwagging, hacky-sack nabbing,
begging for hand-outs, walking faithfully at the side of
their masters, running all over
this damned
campus,
and
yes(!), even taking an occasional ‘‘dump’’ on our wellkept lawns.
Dogs!
Dogs!
Dogs!
Their presence breaks up the
monotony of
le, glass and
concrete. They offer an escape
from
the
pressures placed
upon us.
r i
nsible
actions and antics
me,
personally,
to forget how
many restrictions and denials
are placed on us all. They live
a child’s life and only children
seem - be so free, so let the
negative aspects of dogs
on campus are very much
outwei
by the pleasure
they offer everyone.
Bob Ornelas

Seater, NRPI

owners are getting t
shaft at HSU. No doubt all of
us who routinely
tether our
dogs on campus
have received
a war
from the university

police

advising us that it is

now illegal to leave our dogs
tied up on campus. A rule like
this is obviously
designed to
keep dogs off HSU property at
all times.
I bring my dog to school at
night for protection. I bring
him in the day when there is no
one at home to watch him. I
have never heard of any complaints about dogs tethered on
campus except perhaps from
the gardeners
who
would
prefer to have no dogs around
at all.
I seems that someone has arbitrarily decided
that the
presence of dogs on campus is
a nuisance, particularly to the
gardeners. It is a waste of time
and money to have the University Police department citing
and impounding dogs.
I was at first overwhelmed,
and was tempted to stop bringing my dog to school, but after
talking with other dog owners
who have done more research
on the problem, I got angry at
the unfair treatment we are
receiving. I think it’s time we
all stopped being so passive.
Let’s
unite to fight
this
unreasonable,
unjustified
treatment of dogs and their
owners. Make your feelings
—
a =
—
tudents and
bring your
dogs
to school.
Caro! Bono
Senlor, forestry

Tutorial rules
Editor:
In
a recent
letter
a
discouraged student described
finding
out
about
the
ualifications for a tutor
rough EOP
(a federallyfunded program).
I’m another discouraged
and enraged student who also
found out about the disqualifying qualifications.
To further the former cominer’s views, if your parents
ave degrees
you're disqualified on the basis that
most children will continue in

HUMBOLDT JACK

Dian Kehres
Junior, forestry

Long letters
Editor:
In recent quarters,
certain
individuals
have
somehow learned that letters
of any length can and will be
eennse in The Lumberjack.
ith the publication of Tom
Jones’ letter (or is it a doctoral
thesis?), the situation has
graduated from ludicrous to
absurd.
The editors of The Lumberjack should not encourage this
abuse. No one reads long letters, and their length is only a
manifestation of their author’s
inability to express themselves.
Instead of wasting such a
valuable forum, why not enforce = rules pease _—
your office regarding
ters
to the Editor. ‘‘Letters to the
Editor’ should be used as an
exchange of ideas and opinions in the community, not a
summary of ‘‘Tom Jones’
News in Review.”
Joel Postman
Sealor, jowerealem

ethis I letter regards an incident that occurred at the
KHSU
benefit on Sunday,
Oct. 25.
My band, The Fix, was supposed to be the closing act for

this ae
see
"
managementof Bergie’s
|ed that they did not want us,
us specifically, to play. Their
reasons? A curfew, blah, blah.
The fact is, they didn’t want to
risk tarnishing their ‘‘image’’
(their words) by letting
a
**punk’’ rock band play. First
of all, there is no curfew in Arcata; I know it and they know
it (there is a bar curfew — 1:30
a.m., but we would have gone
on at about 12:15 a.m. and
ended by | a.m.). And second,
even if we were a ‘‘punk”’
band (I don’t think so) it was a
KHSU affair and shouldn't
have been up to anybody else.
We were guaranteed that we
would play that Sunday. By
not permitting us to, Bergie’s
did several negative things to
itself. Firsi, it broke an oral
contract, a legal contract, and
opened themselves up to a
possible lawsuit. Second, this
was its first night, its reopening. It might as well have committed financial suicide. Any
band
that would
play at
Bergie’s now, after it pulled
this stunt, must be into being
“‘taken.”’
And third, at approximately
9 p.m.,
just as a group of
our ‘‘punk’’ fans showed up,
the management decided that
they didn’t want anybody else
under 21 years of age in.
Bergie’s excuse: once the kitchen closed it couldn’t let
‘‘minors’’ in, only ‘‘paying
customers.’’
(There
were
10-year-old
kids running
around.) The truth is, they
(the restaurant management)
didn’t want our fans in. They
know the law and I know the
law; 18 to 21-year-olds can get
into any bar in California
legally (this is known as stamping hands). Bergie’s now has
given itself the reputation of
being a very crummy establishment.

Bergie’s will not survive
if
it
continues
these
oppressive and close-minded
tactics. The Fix wasn’t even
given the respect of a chance
to be heard
at
Bergie’s.
Unfortunately,
KHSU was
caught in the middle and I
apologize
to them for any
trouble that I may have caused
them. But I do feel that my
very vocal objections were
justified that night to tell the
people in Bergie’s just what
was “~—
use not only did
e’s deny us the
chance to play that Sunday, it
also cost The Fix the chance to
play with X, a well-known
band from Los Angeles when
it comes to Mojos on Nov. 19.

Mike Briggs
The Fix

Lumberjack
editorial
policies

i

a police state. There are police

=

the same
ees
as A...
parents, meaning
schoo
to college. I on rightly
figure out how mg hy this
analogy, but why t
put it
there would be of interest to
many including myself. This is
the age of not following one’s
parent’s footsteps.
Free tutoring should be set
up on the basis of financial
need.
So what we have now is you
could be a
at the mouth
for food and still have to pay a
tutor $3.55 an hour. Logical?
This doesn’t mean that the
people who get the tutors are
tich, but just lucky.
lo conclude, random picking or first come, first serve
would be more
equal and fair.
That’s the federal government
for ya.

The atmosphere in this bar
was very heavy. It reminded
me of the more violent clubs in
San Francisco. I was threatened personally by several of the
‘‘patrons.’’
And
the
Youngberg’s security just said,
‘*you have to expect it.”’ This
is insane. The bar owners,
managers, etc. have to realize
that there is a growing number
of people in
Humboldt County that aren’t going to take
their ‘‘crap’’ much longer.

i :L oft i i
h H

ing! I don’t doubt the good intentions of those involved, but
when will they back off? This
is a state university. This is not

Unfair policy

i

environment.
(i hold myself back.)
niversities are for learn-

| ll tf Li {iif i al

Continued from page 4

By Scott Bailey
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Complaints prompt inquiry into food plan
Operation ot the Jolly Giant Commons

By Maura Lane
Staff writer
Student charges of unfair campus
food costs have ——
a Lumberjack Enterprises subcommittee
to
review the program.
Lumberjack Enterprises is a nonprofit corporation responsible for the

Conserve
Continued from page 3
Ortiz said Gov. Jerry Brown’s
budget freeze has temporarily put a
stop to the energy committee’s attempts to put into effect more expensive energy reduction programs. He
said HSU
will hire an
Energy
Manager to be in charge of the energy
program.
Another project which Ortiz thinks
will be started soon is replacement of
the older, less efficient transformers
used outside most buildings on campus.

cafeteria, the Pizza Mill, the Hearth
and the Sweet Shoppe.
The committee
was formed
in
response to an Oct. 15 presentation to
the board of directors of Lumberjack
Enterprises at its regular meeting.
Kempton Russell, a member of the
dorm
food committee (which has
representatives from all dorms) made
the presentation.
The
subcommittee of Lumberjack
Enterprises took its first action by having an informative meeting last week.
‘*My basic criticism wasn’t of the
plan itself but was of the pricing of certain items,’’ Russell said at the informative meeting last week.
‘‘When I first started (the investigation), | was extremely upset that milk

was $5.42 a gallon or that yogurt was

30 cents more in the JGC than other
places,’’ he said.
After comparing the food prices of
all items in the JGC with prices in
supermarkets,
Russell
contacted
Associated Students President Jeff

Lincoln, Dean for Student Services Edward Webb, and Chief Fiscal Officer
of Housing and Food Services Jack
Martin. Russell also circulated a petition in the dorms.
Two days after Russell spoke with
Webb and Martin, the price of yogurt
and milk were lowered. Yogurt, which
was 40 meal-points, is now 20, and
milk is down from 15 to 12.
**] had talked with Jack (Martin)
and Harland Harris, director of housing and food service, and they had
agreed that it was too high,’’ Webb
said in an interview Monday.
‘*Kempton came almost on the heels
of some other students that came
to me earlier. Kempton gave me more
- specific information,’’ Webb said.
Each meal point is worth 2.26 cents.
Of that, one cent goes to food cost and
the remainder
goes
to costs of
operating the food facilities, such as
food preparation and maintenance of
equipment.
After Russell’s presentation to the
board, the subcommittee to review

food prices was established. Russell
suggested students also serve on this
committee.
of the committee are
Members
Webb, Martin and A.S. Vice President
Valerie Moore. More student representatives will be chosen at the next subcommittee meeting.
Russell thinks it is important that
students are aware of the food program’s operation.
“*You should be informed, just as
Standard Oil gives their quarterly
are
‘‘We
said.
he
reports,’’
stockholders in their enterprise.’’
‘When we sign the contract for the
dorm, students automatically put in
$1,008 for the year into Lumberjack
Enterprises and we don’t have the
choice,”’ Russell explained about his
concept of students as stockholders.
“‘Student education is essential,’’ he
said.
Russell explained that the informed
student can understand where his
money is going so he won’t feel he is
being cheated.

OURCATA
EXCHANGE
11th

&H

ARCATA,

822-0312

We

buy,

we by,
we bi.
Wee, Wee, Wee

all the way home.

TOP OF 7TH ATG ST
EUREKA

—

OIL —
FILTER
LUBRICATION
WITH
$14.50
COUPON
(itC

Ol. & FILTER)

($23.90 REG )
PARTS

— MON.-FRI.
SAT.

SERVICE

— MON.-FRI.

COUPON

8-5
9-4
8-5

‘Hold Hands with the Sky”

PIERSON’S GARDEN SHOP
A COMPLETE KITE STORE
4100 Broadway, Eureka, CA ® 443-6376
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Student checking available, but costs more
By

Warren Maher

Staff weiter

Check writing has become more expensive for Humboldt State students as
many California banks have discontinued their low-cost student accounts.
When Bank of America ended its
student checking- account
program
this summer,
one
HSU
student
withdrew his account.
Biology major Peter Tolley said it
was just too expensive to keep his account there.

‘*I figured I could get a better deal
somewhere else,’’ he said.
Another bank did offer the deal he
wanted.
Before changing banks, Tolley paid
a $2-a-month fee plus a 20-cent surcharge on each check. Now he pays only the $2 fee.
Tolley’s situation illustrates that

ee

students can still find low-cost checking. But they may have to look hard.
A phone survey of six California
banks in Humboldt County found only
three had student checking accounts.
The Bank of Loleta has no service
charges on its student accounts, but the
student must pay for check printing
costs. Also, proof of enrollment is required.
At the end of the school year, the account is considered a regular one.
First Interstate Bank has a student
account that requires a $2-a-month service charge. There is no surcharge on
each check. Students must pay for the
printing of their checks.
The printing cost at the above two
banks is approximately $5 for 600
checks.
Security Pacific Bank, which has a
campus office, has an account requiring the student to pay a 25-cent fre on
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each check. There is no service charge.
Proof of enrollment is needed to open
an account.
Bank of America, Crocker National
Bank and Wells Fargo all have check
surcharges from 25 to 35 cents in addition to service fees, which range from
$2 to $5 a month.
But a student may wish to leave
banks altogether and join a credit
union.
A credit union offers the services of
a bank but is run on a cooperative
basis.
Coast Central Credit Union started
‘fan experimental student account’’
about a year ago, according to Greg
Goodwin, manager of Coast Central’s
Arcata office.
‘“We’ve done very well with student
accounts,”’ he said.
Coast’s student checkin
account
with no
costs a member $2 a mont
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**We

try to make

every service pay

for itself,’’ Goodwin said.
A

bonus

paid on
said.

is the 5.5 percent

these checking

interest

accounts,

Graduating students,
dropping out of school,
their accounts, he said.

and those
must close

Money-market fund accounts are
not as convenient as banks, but they
have other advantages, Ross said.

A@rcata

822-1554

MAXELL
$3.00
$4.25
$4.30

LNC-90
UDXL | C-90
UDXL I C-90

FUJI

Tt
FX-11 90
Metal Tape

Jacoby's Storehouse, Arcata 822-9232 MIRAJ
t

From the riches of the earth... comes thie mauve end blue heevy ~~
cotton dress with accents of hand crafted applique end intricate mirror-work. By
Komil
of indie. S.M.L. $76 Arcata store c

Hutchin’s
Marke

1644
G &.
Northtown Arcata

Visa/MasterCard
accepted

Complete Line of Groceries & Bottled Goods

OPEN

“til 2 a.m.

Friday and Saturday nights

OPEN ‘til midnight

Sun.-Thurs.
Price

where fine lines come together . . . to set you apart.

MIRA

J 200 W. Harris, on the mall, Eureka 445-9379

Henry Weinhard’s (12-ecn)
Heileman's
Special Export (6-pack)

Wente Bros. Le Blanc de Blanco
Wente Bros. Grey Riesling

Gilbey's Vodka (iters)
Jack Daniels Whiskey
© eecccccecoccos:
COUPON

he

One option many students overlook
is a money-market fund account, according to Ron Ross, a broker with Integrated Resources Equity Corp.
“It’s safe, liquid and pays a good
return,”’ he said.

$1.80
$2.10
$2.60
$2.80
$3.40

C-45
C-60
C-85
C-100
C-120
MEK

St.,

minimum
balance required. Check
printing — approximately $5 for 600
— is paid for by the member.

specials expire 1°)

save

$4.39 $1.20
$1.99
.74
$2.99 $1.00
$2.99 $1.00
$4.49 $2.50
$11.49 $1.00
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Parks are pride of Humboldt County
By Tom Wallace
Staff writer

Humboldt County has a reputation
as a land of scenic beaches and majestic redwood forests. These redwoods
and beaches are protected in eight state
parks, one state beach, one state
ae
area and one national
park.
On Oct. 2, 1968, President Lyndon
Johnson signed legislation creating a
redwood national park of 58,000 acres
in Northern California. A portion of
the
park is at the northern end of Humboldt County along Redwood Creek.
Redwood National Park is perhaps
best known as the site of the world’s
tallest tree. Towering 367.8 feet above
a flat on Redwood Creek, the tree is an

a

8.2 mile hike from a marked trailhead
on Bald Hills Road (located one mile
north of Orick at Highway 101).
The trail, which is usually closed in
winter, leads down to
Tall Trees
Grove, which also contains the third
and sixth tallest trees in the world.
There are no campsites in Redwood
National Park.
Established in 1923, Prairie Creek
Redwoods State Park is both the oldest
and largest of the state’s northern redwood
ks. Its 12,321 acres encompass
dense redwoods, rain forests,
several streams and one of the West’s
best wild beaches.
Gold Bluffs Beach is a reminder of
the gold rush in 1851, when fortune

g

front. It is the farthest inland of the
state’s redwood parks.

to mine the sand and bluffs for
.

The park borders the Van

Located five to 13 miles north of
Orick on Highway 101, Prairie Creek
Redwoods State Park is also home for
two herds of Roosevelt Elk, rhododendrons and azaleas, Fern Canyon and
more than 80 memorial groves of redwoods.
There are 150 campsites and 25 picnic sites within the park, which is open
year-round.
Another park — to the south — is
Grizzly Creek Redwoods State Park,
located 12 to 17 miles southeast of Fortuna on Highway 36. Situated in an
area that was once very wild and is still
only lightly een
Grizzly Creek’s
624 acres include a virgin redwood
grove and more than a mile of river

hunters flocked to the beach in a futile

Duzen

River and fishing and ns
are
popular activities. Campsites and
picnic areas are available all year.
The
spot where the park’s picnic ground is
for
a stop
once
was
located
stagecoaches and teamsters.
Richardson Grove State Park is
relatively small, but one can’t fail to
find it. Highway 101 runs through the
center of the park, located on the
southern edge of Humboldt County.
The park got its name from a 1920s
conservationist and California governor, Friend W. Richardson.
Richardson Grove offers picnicking.

See PARKS, page 9

THE REDWOOD REGION AUDUBON SOCIETY
SPONSORS THE

Twelfth Season of Audubon Wildlife Films
in Eureka
Sunday, November 8

Where the

Sunday, December 6

Coastline California

Sunday, January 24

by Albert Wool
Land of the Shortgrass Prairie

'

by Janet Jahoda Rogers

|
a*
/

cd

a

ws

.
xB
.

Spit ited Dining

yA

791 bichth Street Anata. California B52/77-8221712

Sea Begins

|

by Albert Karvonen

Sunday, February 21

)

A Naturalist Afield, Part Il
by Steve Masiowski

All Films Shown at 7pm in the Eureka High Schoo! Auditorium
Special Discount Prices for Students
Six-Admiesion
Card $7.00 Single Admission $1.75
For Reservetions
Call 822-3700 Tickets obteineble at the Door, at Fireplece Books

$2.49 °~
20 exp.

Name
Humboldt County’s
Only discount liquor store.

@ Kodecolor,
Fuji or 3M
@ C-41,

*6.76

*4.59

*3.99
110,

color print film.

136 film only.

@ Offer expires 11/7/81

DEVELOPING

Humboldt University Bookstore

(Answer below)

8:00-7:00 M-Th

8:00-4:30 F

--» by the bottle or
by the case, you can’t buy for less
anywhere in Humboldt County.

Jeans, Cords, Jumpsuits,
Silk Blouses & Dresses,
Angora, Dancewear
Open 10-6

Sundays 12-5

160 Westwood Center on Mlhance Rd
Abcata

822-9263
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Parks
Continued from page 8
camping, a beach on the Eel River and
one of the best redwood
nature
displays in the park
system.
A
restaurant, a gift shop, a market and a
post office are located nearby.
Stretching for more than 31 miles
along the South Fork of the Eel River,
Humboldt Redwoods State Park contains more than 40,000 acres of
parkland, much of it in stands of virgin
redwoods. It is the largest of the state’s
forested parks.
The park is famous for the Avenue
of the Giants, a scenic parkway that
was once Highway 101. The Avenue of
the Giants curves through the Eel River
Vall:v, with redwood trees crowding
the highway. Motor travelers can see
many places where slices were taken
off the trunks of these trees to accommodate trucks and sightseeing buses.

The park, located along Highway
101 between Phillipsville and Pepperwood,
is also famous
for the
Rockefeller Forest on Bull Creek. This
forest, donuted to the state by the
Rockefeller tumily, boasts trees more
than 350 feet high.
The California Redwood Association lists the Rockefeller Forest as the
most valuable tract of timber in the
world,
Humboldt Kedwoods has five campgrounds
and five picnic areas. The
park is populi in winter months for
steelhead and s :Imon fishing.
Benbow Lak. State Recreation Area
is three miles south of Garberville on
cee’ 101. Swimming, fishing, picnicking and sunt i:thing on well-kept
lawns are the main activities here.
Heading north, three state parks can
be found along the coast north of

Space Travel

Video Games

Z

S

SAR

BAS

1

Drop in and have a cold beer or a glass of your favorite
wine at inflation-fighter prices.

CALIFORNIA

Arcata

BooT
BILLIARD PARLOR
Start The Night Right!

HOURS
Sun.-Thurs.
10-11
Fri-Sat.
10-12

1Sth
& G Street

pistiching. beachcombing and surfing,
ut no swimming. The beach is curving, with rock formations jutting out
from the bluffs behind. Offshore rocks
and islands make this a particularly
beautiful park.
For clamming enthusiasts, Little
River State Beach is the place to pursue
this sport. Picnicking and surf fishing
are other popular activities.
The beach is located four miles south
of Trinidad.
Azalea Reserve State Park, north of
Arcata on North Bank Road, is most
popular in the eee
Two miles
of trails travel through the azaleas, and
picnic areas are also provided.
Overnight camping in the state parks
where facilities are available costs $5
per campsite. Reservations, available
through Ticketron, are necessary during peak seasons.

ON THE PLAZA

ARCAODE
ARCATA,

Trinidad.
Dry Lagoon Beach State Park contains a thousand acres of coastal
headlands, beaches and dunes. The
park includes Stone Lagoon and Dry
Lagoon, bodies of water separated
from the ocean by sand dunes.
Patricks Point State Park contains
245 acres of open meadows and
headlands. Vegetation includes spring
and summer
wildflowers, azaleas,
alder, sitka spruce and redwood.
A self-guided nature trail loops
through a grove of gnarled and
deformed ancient Sitka spruces, showing the effects of weather and time.
Agate Beach, located within the
park, is backed by steer, golden cliffs.
Agates may be taken from the beach.
Sea lions frequent the offshore rocks at
the beach’s southern end.
Trinidad Beach State Park offers

826-1587

Campu>

Happy

Hour 6-7 p.m. /

University Center
-Next to game room

HoursMonday-Friday 9-5
Tuesday & Thursday Evenings
until 8:00

Call or Drop by
826-4470
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Guest lectures in graphic art
By Linda

Staff writer

University
New Y

Boaalksen

ed to teach printmaking at their univer-

Bryn
, @ one-year guest lecturer in Humboldt State University’s
art department, is a man who never

stops eng ene never stops creating.
Manley, 42, was born in
;
and graduated from Hornsey

of Art

of South Florida saw his
exhibits. He was ask-

with

a national

diploma

in

design (graphics) and the Royal Colwith a Medal for Work of
lege of
Distinction. In 1964, he came to the
United States.
‘‘] just always wanted to come and
at that time the New York art scene
was the strongest art scene there was,”’
he said.
While Manley lectured at the College
of Ceramics at the State University of
New York in 1967, instructors from the

~.
anley said he omee the offer,
but after moving, ‘‘I found out they
didn’t have a
t studio."’
After the university received a Ford
t, Manley
helped
to construct the
orida Graphicstudio, ‘‘probably the
“
studio in the East.”’
completion of the studio allowed university students to meet New
York artists who came to work for
three or four weeks.
‘*I left Florida in 1970 at the height

of the print shop. I was just tired of
working in the print department and
needed a change,’’ Manley said.

Alfred (one of the SUNY

campuses)

came out every
year or so and took his
sabbatical with the Indians, and he introduced them to me.
“The only image I had of the In-

dians was the movie image — it might
have been my English background.

“But the more I found out about
their tribal customs, the more interested I became.”’
When
Manley
wasn’t
teaching
classes, he helped some of the Pueblos
wire their homes for electricity, install
bathrooms and dig ditches.

The change presented a sculpture-

See MANLEY, page 14 8FYn Manley

teaching position at the University of

Problems With English?

Ss

Two qualified and experienced
tutors can help you with

| composition, literature and English

Resumes
professionally typeset
Pioneer Graphics
1137 F, Eureka

New Mexico.
In New Mexico,
was introduced to the Pueblo Indians.
close, six-year relationship followed.
“A chap I was t
ing withat

@ 443-9735—

gaa second language.

= French and proofread term papers.
References

Call:

§

fores
are back!

We also tutor §

§

Please call early

Reasonable rates.

Lina 822-7887

for reservations.

Laurel 839-4449
900008

THE BOOK THAT STARTED A
REVOLUTION IN PSYCHOTHERAPY.

AUTHOR ZED OCEMTS FORM Aly

600006

1HAWE

MEEOS

AIR - RAIL - CRUISES
TOURS - RESORTS
} MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED
a.

THAVE,

ARRANGEMENT

Of

SIGNED

FOR

f—aneene oo

r— ARCATA —
TO

[ 922-1787 |
nese

The Old Town

thte

| 443-2704 |

J

Bar & Grill

presents

A S-F. Double Bill of NEW

WAVE

Rock and Roll & Rockabilly

NO SISTER
(‘you can be cool and still be a jerk?"")

plus special guest

>
s

‘

SILVERTONE

;=
”

WITH A NEW FOREWORD
BY THE AUTHOR
The Primal Scream has been reprinted in paperback
and is now available in bookstores!

FRIDAY & SATURDAY NIGHTS
NOVEMBER 6 & 7
Show startsat 9:30

This Weekend Only
Everyone
000000000

18 & Over Welcome

OOOSOHHHHHHHHHHHHHEOOO

eee

327 ana Si AREAOHE Town Bar oh rirtion 448-2971
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Election——____________.

Computer.

Continued
from page 1

to differ in turnout from primaries.
**A low turnout is traditional for this
type of election. But we won’t know
exact percentages
until we do a
precinct-by-precinct
print
out,’’
Michael said.

heating and ventilation systems was
researched.
The North
Humboldt
Recreation and Park District h
to
have a solar system installed by the end
of the four-year tax levy.
Proposition
B, however,
passed
more easily, as a two-thirds majority
was not necessary.

Only 21 percent of Del Norte County
voters went to the polls in that county’s
elections.

Funds

for the six-year-old

The measure will provide development and construction of 40 units of
cooperatively-owned housing for lowand moderate-income families.

Arcata

pool are expected to stop in December,
as compensation for Proposition 13
cutbacks cannot be provided.

The additional

tax to be paid by

district
residents
would
have
guaranteed funds for the pool, while
the installation of a solar collection
system and energy-saving revisions of

WITCHES
POPPA
FLAG
FROM
FIRST

Continued from page 1
bid
put out by the state and began installing the computers in June 1980.
They
all but San Jose and San
Diego State's ty
installed by
September 1981,
Wilson said.
“*You can imagine the logistical problems for CDC in installing 17 computers in 15 months — I think they’ve
done a fantastic job,’’ he said.
Wilson said the computer worked
perfectly in the factory in Minneapolis
and that some of the problems may
have occurred in transit.
Mild said after the computer was installed, the Computer Center ran a
30-day acceptance test.
The computer passed this test with
only four minor problems that resulted
in six hours lost, Mild said.

“The day

after it passed its

tance test, it crashed,’’ he said.

Crashing is when a computer shi
down due to electrical failure.
‘*The machine hiccups
and goes out
of business,’’ Mild
said.
From a technical standpoint, the
reliability of the new computer
been increasing, Wilson said.
Wilson believes the public expects
too much of computers in general.
*‘One of the problems with peo pl
being disgruntled with computers i
they don’t know enough about them —
they’re very sophisticated pieces o
equipment,”’ he said.
A computer may work all but 15
minutes out of a day but people only
notice when it breaks down, Wilson
said.

NOW IN STOCK

Erica Jong

$19.95

JOHN
Larry Woiwode $10.95
FOR SUNRISE Robert Stone $13.95
BAUHAUS TO OUR HOUSE Tom Wolfe
PERSON AMERICA Ann Banks $5.95

Landmark
$10.95

Bakery

77 West Commercial Street - Willits, CA 95490
707-459-6364

We invite you to sample the
finest baked goods in Mendocino County.

EARTHLY POWERS Anthony Burgess $3.95
WARLOCK Jim Harrison $13.95
MIDDLE PASSAGE
V-°S- Naipaul $4.95

NORTHTOWN BOOKS
957 H STREET ARCATA
822-2834

Custom blended fresh roasted coffee available
6:00 a.m.-5:30 p.m. Monday through Friday
Turn right at Ist traffic light on Rt. 101 in Willits!

BON BONIERE HOMEMADE ICE CREAM
“THE CREAM OF THE NORTH"
Over 60 Flavors,

All Locally Produced

215 F Street Eureka
Be

Be

Be

TRY THESE FLAVORSAT

Be

H.S.U. SWEET SHOPPE

accep

Be

Be
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From refuse to refuge

Marsh becomes a haven for birdlife
Eventually, the vegetation in the marsh area will

and bushier, providing even more cover for wild
tracting many more species to the area.
Each marsh has a specially developed habitat «

At the Arcata Marsh and Wildlife Sanctuary, across Samoa
Boulevard at the end of I Street, one can see almost every type
of water bird in Humboldt County.
as a
Originally a landfill dump, the marsh was developed
.
public
the
for
recreation and nature education area
bird
and
s
benche
tables,
picnic
are
Throughout the sanctuary
ng.
blinds. The blinds provide camouflage for bird watchi
ng the
One is likely to see great blue herons and egrets stalki also
are
gulls
and
Coots
.
snacks
ay
mid-d
of
search
waters in
be seen
common sights in the marshes. White-tailed kites can
hawk
marsh
A
mice.
w
meado
for
g
lookin
ad,
hovering overhe
.
scatter
to
may make a mock dive, causing ducks

attract species of birds. Goldfinches and sparrc
tracted to the seeds and berries, while ducks and
on the aquatic vegetation, frogs and fish.
Many birds stay year-round in the marsh, whi
the migratory

birds —

stop in during

specific ti

year.

Last spring an Arctic
enjoyment

loon visited the marsh,

of bird watchers.

Other birds that have visited the marsh are: bl
stilts, long-billed curlews, lesser ycllowlegs, greate|
scaups, Bonaparte’s gulls, bufflehcads, long-bi

watcher’s
Sights such as these bring smiles to many bird
marsh.
the
at
is
faces and the best place to see such sights
JogBird watchers are not the only visitors to the marsh.

wrens and a peregrine falcon.

The type of bird found in the marshes can de
time of day and the tides. During low tide
shorebirds and egrets are out on the mudflats feedi
tide these birds usually come into the marshes to f¢
some birds stay in the marshes all day.

trails that
gers and bicyclists also enjoy touring the wood-chip

placed
wind their way past the marshes. The picnic tables are
rs.
outdoo
eat
to
like
who
those
for
spots
in good
The lake is
Fishing is also a favorite pastime for visitors.
visit the
that
rants
cormo
stocked with trout. though the
fish.
for
rmen
fishe
with
te
compe
islands in the lake
y
The marsh is especially well - suited for wildlife photograph .
helpful
are
blinds
and though cover is sparse, the bird
the
Sometimes egrets and herons will land very close to
the
over
cloth
of
piece
a
put
to
idea
good
a
it’s
so
blinds,
you.
see
can’t
blind’s windows, so the birds

If you’re interested in photography,

the best ti

the marshes are from dawn to 9 a.m. and from 4
sunset. For bird watching, picnicking, jogging, ¢
just walking, any time of day is fine
The marsh also is a good place to walk or ju:
And, it’s a great place to watch a sunset.

ts are a common
sar ne tound —.s
marshes during high tide.

t and
the

ett

in George |
A visitor to the refuge leet spring, an Arctic loon spreads its wings

Story and photos by Ja
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dlife
in the marsh area will grow taller
more cover for wildlife and atO the area.

y developed habitat designed to
bidfinches and sparrows are aties, while ducks and egrets feed
Ogs and fish.
d in the marsh, while others —

in during specific times of the
n visited the marsh, much

to the

ted the marsh are: black-necked
ser yellowlegs, greater and lesser
buffleheads, long-billed marsh
the marshes can depend on the
During low tide most of the
on the mudflats feeding. At high

into the marshes to feed, though
es all day.
tography, the best times to visit

to 9 a.m. and from 4 p.m. until
Picnicking, jogging, bicycling or
y is fine

place to walk or just to think.
tch a sunset.

Robert
A. Gearheart
marsh
wrt

leeding

formeri
es favorite

ground for
A great

blue forheronprey (right)
waits
to make a
move

Mee

ie.

wings in George H. Alien marsh, formerly marsh A.

s by Janice Clark

Pes
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Manley
Continued from page 10

Manley was able to witness Pueblo

tribal customs normally closed to whiteat

said he was accepted
‘swith the understandthese
write about
or k
tal
wouldn’t
ing that I
them.”’
At the end of six years, Manley had

people.

of the village,”
“‘become almost a part
able to completely

that part of the country.”
in 1976,

But

England.

Manley

returned

to

Manley moved to Los Angeles to
teach design classes at UCLA, also

worked as a bouncer for the Thunder-

Publication

Manley

bird

Bar,

‘‘a magnificent

bar

—

pro-

bably the best bar that ever existed in

working on the

prepared

the

Inc. The company
drawings

, ,

Calico Cat

ed, he said.

“ros?

Dodd

&

Opticians

Winters

Jacoby’s Storehouse
Arcata

alico Cat Il |
108 F Street

791 8th St.

shopping.

en

four years is the best he’s ever produc-

The Latest Styles
in Fine Eyewear
Complete Contact
Lens Service

for leisurely

7p

Marshal.

the art world for 10 years, but he’s

10% OFF ALL ITEMS

Come into thef

Eureka,

to

and

Bubbles irc::

in

10 a.m.

four

— Maniley said this will help him enter

f

alee

Open Monday - Saturday

York

back in. The art he’s created in the last

Fool's. ER

ae

in New

Japanese with 40 other students under

°

in

Gallery

mopolitan

art

to teaching

the direction of Fukiko

for

;

Korea, he said.

the San Jose Art Center.
Manley said he ‘‘dropped out” of

classes, Manley is learning to speak

night-shift at PACE

technical

day and took one day off to sleep,”’
said :
in CM_
is also
Manley
Korean
Graphics. His ie ee
Airlines and Yardley Cosmetics.

In his 16-year artistic career, Manley
has presented paintings, drawings,
sculptures, photographs and prints in
26 exhibits in galleries such as the
George Eastman House and the Koz-

out of the
In addition

National Aeronautics and Space Ad-

hants

s

Arts,

the Zen Buddhist religion in Japan or

he came to HSU “‘to get
. Manley said
city and rethink my work.’

America.

his “‘next phase,” his dream to study

shuttle.

“| did that all night and taught all
he

house and shipped
“I sold my
everything back to England,’’ he said.
‘I was there 10 weeks when everything
arrived in England. | went down to the
docks and decided I was going back to

but was still not
share the Indian culture, he said.

In Placitas, New Mexico,

ministration presentations on the space

§

822-5994

CA

5:30 p.m.

—————————
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Sale items

20%

off

not included

off

with
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Card

Dedd E& Winters Opticians
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UPD stops barking, starts biting University schools

udy
or

ings have been issued this

Steve Jaramilio

y

There

s in
the

has begun to issue warnings to dog
| owners who fail to obey the

on

been

a

<

quarter,

reduction in

on campus,
the numbers of dogs found

The University Police Department

S,

iii

Jones aie.

ae

1.

| campus.

ca

kept

uc-

it

last

‘*It

brought on campus must be
©

| leashed and et

of
e’s

in an enclosed

— the

been

en

appears cooperation

large.

i

ood

has diminished 80 per-

the owner or

cent.

woke few who aren’t going

vehicle.

to

authority

.

‘orced,”’

Robert P. Jones said.

oy t e
- pe
a Fiero
rather
person
in ee
0
owners

write citations. But roughly 100 warn-

Soo

Pe could

and

quarter,

id

_ The separate schools within HSU
nothing else,
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ee

ee

nae

99

of University

accept

under

any

dogs to school for protection
at night. uate
“That's not really necessary,” Jones

said.

cir-

b they’re in the minori- nantes pert
cumstances, but

“Firs been a regulation for ponrs but
t

offenders

repeat

he said.
Some students have expressed con- Relations Don Christensen said in a
“The thing we still haven’t got a cern about
not being able to bring their telephone interview Wednesday.

| university's regulations for dogs on handle on is dogs running at

n

However,

‘‘people who fat voll jou to take a fly-

y,””

ones

Under

°

university’s

the

plan,

the

= a duri ;
ap citations
ee
ut w il begin‘n i issuing
™
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other

students utilize escort
H le suggested ted studen
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services and the UPD for protection.
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FREE ICE With $5.00 Purchase

(707) 822-WINE
(9463)

7

Call 443-8665

GO JACKS!
Blue Shield
has

|

health plans
for
everyone.
@ Groups of all sizes

eo

@ Individuals and
families

|
Sometimes

® Hospital and

eating can be a real struggle between classes.
So w
‘ou do grab a snack...grab
a milk.
Milk fits any food. Any schedule.
From instant pudding
to 3 minute eggs.

Twenty-four

theres
|

nothi8g

hours a day.

like something

Milk.

® New! $1,000,000 in
lifetime benefits

available!

AxelAnderson

Insurance Agency

822-7251

“—e

This seal is your assurance
of a real dairy food.

staeicien coverage
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SHIELO

OF CALIFORNIA
|
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Flight is theme of airport art
By Elina Barney
Staff writer
The essence of flight is captured in
the atmosphere and art displayed at the
Arcata-Eureka Airport’s restaurant,

Correction
In the story, ‘Beith Creek issue
reaches City Council,’’ run Oct. 28,
The Lumberjack
incorrectly
stated
Louise Watson, 1570 Bayside Road,
presented a petition to the Arcata City
Council Oct. 21 supporting the Beith
Creek Annexation. Watson’s petition
requested annexation of the adjacent
Bayside area. A petition requesting annexation of the Beith Creek area was
submitted to the Local Agency Formation Committee in August by Beith
Creek residents.

the Silver Lining.
The restaurant displays the work of
several former Humboldt State Univer7 students and other local artists.
an W. Shields, part-owner and
promoter, selected all the restaurant's
art work. Shields said the artistic theme
is based on airports and flight.
‘“‘The art work reflects the feeling of
flight, not the technical or mechanical
side,’’ Shields said.
The “‘feeling of flight’’ is reflected in
several landscape pieces. Among them
are two paintings by former HSU
art
student William McWhorter.
McWhorter’s
paintings symbolize
The
weather.
County’s
Humboldt
pieces are traditional.
McWhorter was a student of artist
Larry Gray, who acquired national
fame with his work.

HUMBOLDT COUNTY
RAPE CRISIS TEAM

o

Shields said he is in the process of
purchasing
three more of McWhorter’s
paintings for the restaurant.
Another
artist
featured at the
restaurant is Jere Smith, an HSU
psychology and art graduate.
He
painted the most contemporary and
controversial piece displayed at the

restaurant.
The piece titled ‘‘A World View,”’

was commissioned specifically for the
Silver Lining.
The setting of the
abstract painting is in outer space.
‘It (the painting) evokes a sense of
the modern age. It’s a New Wave kind
of
painting,’’ Shields said.
¢ restaurant has two pieces of art

Statf phote

that do not fit the theme. One isa pain-

19¢@}

ice is an assistant P professor of art
at HSU.

Arcata-Eureka

ting of a fuchsia by Leslie K. Price.

essence of Hight h prune

GENERAL MEDICINE
PEDIATRICS
O8-GYN— WOMEN’S HEALTH
FAMILY PLANNING

Music donsted by
ence
AiliAid.
end Soul Gavilen
Sun., Nov. 8th, 8 P.M. to Midnight
Arcata Veteran’s Hall
14th
& J St. Arcate

A PLACE WHERE YOU ARE
ALWAYS WELCOME

$2.60, children under 11

Open
24 Hours
933 H $¢.

1000 H. STREET, ARCATA
FOR APPOINTMENT OR INFORMATION
822-2957

Free

Wine,
Beer and Juice.
Be prepared
to show |.D.

Arceto

Near
the plaze
822-6465

Door prizes donated by locel merchents!

i

r

Back by popular demand:

LASERIUM
The Spectacular Light Show
Featuring the music of:

Super Tramp, Pink Fioyd,

The Police, 8-52’s, Dereli Hall

& John Ostes and more.

Humboidt State University
East Gymnasium

Mon. - Thur.

Friday & Saturday, November 6 & 7

ONLY $3.50

8, 10, 12 p.m.
Times: Friday Saturday - 6, 8, 10, 12 p.m.
Ticket Outlets:

University

Ticket

Office

& Uniontown

Hallmark,

8-9

Friday 8-6
Sat.10-5

Sun.12-5

Arcata;

The Works, Eureka

ALL NEW SHOW!
eT
LY

4

kinko‘s copies
seit-corve copies 4C
1618 “G" St.

CenterAnts

Tie

Parscous

the

airport's restaurant.

“health care for people...not for profit”

% Benefit Dence *

Dy

8228712
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New equipment packs 1OO watts:
KHSU, at 10 percent of capacity, still seeks power
By Caria Payne

Staff writer

KHSU is on a power trip.
The campus radio station is fully
uipped with equipment that supplies
10
watts of juice, promotion director
Rebecca Lind said last week.
But the station still operates at 10
watts.

Two years ago, KHSU’s project to
increase its broadcast power began,
Lind said. The station has a new
transmitter, monitor system and antenna, but the switch from 10 watts isn’t

possible because the station is too far
to the left — on the radio dial, thatis.

KHSU is at 90.5 FM.

;

—

All stations to the left of 91.5, or

with broadcast power of less than 91.5

ertz, have transmitters that
could
interfere
with
television
transmission if more than 10 watts
were used, Lind said.
The FCC gave all non-commercial
10-watt stations an ultimatum: go commercial at 10 watts or increase power,
she said.
KHSU will take over the
frequency

KAHS at 91'S, it'aad wheet

S at 91.5, if and when that station
resumes
. KAHS is off the air
due to insufficient student interest, according to Lind. If KAHS is revived, it
will be a commercial station at 90.5,
where KHSU is now.
Until then, KHSU waits.
“KAHS is dragging their feet,’’

KHSU

DJ Alex Isotope said. Isotope

Paul “Doc rocket” Krumiand,
KHSU DJ
Bolton
“*KHSU can better provide the comomy soa
a
and
public
a
programs that
commercial stations don’t,’’ he said in an interview last week.
The station management has other
goals in mind, however.
**A long-term goal is for yet another
wer boost,’’ said projects director
‘om ‘“‘Walter Ego’’ Luster. ‘That
would get us from Crescent City to
Garberville and all points in between.”’
This isn’t just a nice dream, Luster

would like to use the increased wattage
to om a .
audience.
- said. The FCC selected KHSUas ‘‘the
t
watt power
pment,
best candidate to provide public radio
=
has the en, _—— a
for the North Coast.”’
t
er strength an
ity
If KHSU eventually does acquire
= fo watts.
nme
even more power, it would also lose
improved reception means
is status as the community station it is
of better service to the community, ac- considered and would become ‘‘a staNorte
tion
for
Humboldt-Del
cording to general manager Dale

counties’ in fulfillment of the FCC Other stations ignore, according to
Luster.
ecy, according to Luster.
‘We need listeners to tell us what
Although the station has personalithey want. Do we become a station for
always needs ‘‘Friends,’’ he
the county or do we stay nice and yA KHSU
homey?”’
Twenty years ago, the station ran on
Friends are patrons who support the
carrier current (a system similar to in- station with paid memberships of $5. A
tercom), and broadcast only to the dor- Friend receives a bumper sticker, a
mitories. The station management
monthly program guide and a voice in
would like to return to carrier current
ming, according to Luster.
and start an auxiliary station to give
Advertising for image-building is excommunity members the opportunity pensive, so what little money is
to produce their own programs, accor- available is spent on promoting funding
to Luster.
‘draisers such as the Marathon Frienduniversity, however, requires ship Drive last month, Lind said.
training for every DJ, and funds are
not available, Luster said.
Forty DJs offer a range of proThe KHSU staff is motivated and
s, from New Wave to news. The ambitious, she said. If she has her way,
ormat is constructed to provide enter- KHSU will ‘‘be your favorite station if
tainment dealing in depth with issues you listen to us.”’

HSU library exhibits a showcase for artists
By Theresa Hyland
Staff writer
The HSU library is not only a place to study, it’s
also a showcase for Humboldt County artists.

Gilatnator, aad the dr

entith cemerens'e te

ol

t

exhibit program is a
part
of the library, but there is never any problem in fill-

ing the exhibit space. The walls are booked through

June, Stanewick said.
“We schedule as much as we can as soon as we
can,”’ he said.
Because summer is the slow season for exhibits,
most come from within the library, Stanewick said.
Artists and students bring in sl
or samples of
their work and Stanewick and the exhibits committee make decisions on what will be exhibited, he
said. Committee members are appointed by Univer-

sity

Librarian David Oyler and meet periodically.

e committee doesn’t need to solicit for exhibits, but Stanewick said he still checks Arcata and

Eureka galleries on his own

time.

‘‘We want people from the a
display
their work, but we want to do it on the
basis of
choosing it (the work) ourselves,” he said. ‘‘We get

a lot of exhibits from a lot of different people.”’
Some exhibits come from the HSU art department,
which
used to
decide by itself what
would be sent to the library. But now, Stanewick
and the exhibits committee must approve of the art

Entries for a United

consultative arrangement,’’ Stanewick said.
As coordinator, Stanewick would like to see the
library exercise even more initiative and ask the
tment for pictures the committee has chosen.
ewick, who indexes Arcata’s newspaper, The
Union, for the library’s Humboldt County Collection, has been organizing the exhibits for about five
years.
The first floor displays change biweekly, but the

© Marie Kelleher-Roy’s ‘‘Follow Your Dreams,”’
photographs
of small towns, is on display in the flat
cases in the
lobby.
a

a

4

© Beaches of the Pacific Northwest will be
oe a photographic series by Bob Busch,

jov.

‘

© Deborah
Puntenney’s exhibit of Mexican
tabrics, ‘‘Weavi
of the Zapotec,’’ will be on
display Nov. 16-30
in the main-floor hall cases.

upper floor exhibits are long term, Stanewick said.

On the second floor of the library, ‘‘The Chanting of the Bees,’ by David Walker, covers an entire wall. This huge canvas is actually twelve 3-by-8
feet long segments. The work is on display through
June, but Stanewick hopes the library will be able to
keep it longer.

album-cover design

© Photographs of cityscapes by Thomas Forsyth
are on the main wall of the first floor.
"

department's choices. The new system is ‘‘more of a

“The Lovely Land of Humboldt,’’ a series of oil
paintings by Agnes Tupes. is on exhibit until Feb. 1.

Way

contest are in the main floor wall cases until Nov. 6.
Also this month:

@ Also in the main-floor’s cases will be an exhibit
of jewelry and small metal sculptures by Liz Kent
and Lauren Gold.
-

@ “American

Indian Symbols Confront Modern

influences,”’ a photographic series by Carm
tleturtle, will be in the lobby Nov. 23-30.

Lit-
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Son of Ozzie haunts East Gym
By Carla Payne
Staff writer

“Little Ricky,” 25 years later, in Halloween concert.

8th ANNUAL
SALE

FALL

2 DAYS ONLY
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
NOVEMBER 6 & 7

20 %
20 %

Rick Nelson’s concert in the East
Gym
on Halloween
night was a
refresher course in the roots of rock
and an autobiographical show-and-tell
of Nelson’s career.
‘‘Charisma ... he’s still got it,’’ an
audience member said. Nelson, after
25 years in the business, seems to get
more of it all the time.
Nelson’s accompaniment, The Stone
Canyon Band, was, as one onlooker
put it, ‘‘very together.’’ The band
opened the show, with Nelson flying
onto the stage after a few measures.
And, with a characteristic tilt of his upper lip, he launched into ‘‘Rock Bottom Rhythm and Blues.”’
He wore a dead-pan, cautious expression and hesitated as he looked out
over the audience. He seemed fatigued.
Then, pow! ‘‘Little Ricky,’’ move
over, this man is ready to rock!
The golden oldies that made Rick
Nelson a teen idol during the paleozoic
era of rock ‘n’ roll were given optimistic, modernized treatment.
The audience, an awkward mixture
of college students and kids in their
40s, seemed to sigh in unison when the
first recognizable strains of his songs
. Arock rendition of ‘‘Travelin’
Man”’ retained the 60s sound, and was
well received by the audience.
Apparently, he knew what they
wanted.
He treated the old and the new with
finesse; | looked forward to new ver—_ of old songs, as well as the latest
its.

During one part of the show, he clutched the microphone in two hands and
ve Dave Morgan on piano a knowing
look. And, in the next song, a hammering ‘‘Honky Tonk Woman,” Nelson
surprised us with an intro of soft blues
on piano.
This concert was a lesson in the
history of rock ’n’ roll. Rick Nelson
was in the vanguard of the new sound
back in 1957 when he first sang on
“The Adventures of Ozzie and Harriet,’’ and he’s in there now, breaking
ground in a genre of his own.
His 31st album, ‘‘Playing to Win,’’
features the aggressive ‘‘Almost Ready
to Ride,’’ that marks Nelson’s happy
style as his very own.
_Nelson’s charisma made this a happy
experience in concert-going.

GENERAL

AUTO REPAIR
Fea RAA RADAR?
@ Engine specialists

!

© Complete
© Welding
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Arcata's Consumer -Owned Grocery Store

OFF ALL BOOKS

ANYONE CAN SHOP

UP TO 50 % O

OFF SELECTED

INSTRUMENTS, ELECTRONICS,
AND ACCESSORIES —

shop

& repairs
at your service

@Within

ARCATA

gee

MACHINE

ANYONE CAN JOIN
@ Over 200 items in bulk bins, including tees & spices @ international
cheese selection © Locsl, organically
grown produce @ Co-op Bekery

whole grain breeds end goodies @ Fresh local fien @ Co-op Label
products @ Excellent selection of Californie verietal wines © Freshly

ground gourmet coffees @ Full service mest depertment

8111St., Arcata
Hours: Mon.-Sat. 9-8; Sunday 11-7
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Humboldt Calendar—

ae

Mexican Art Exhibit: Meucan masks and weavings, Reese

4

Bullen Gallery, through Nov. 11, Monday-Friday, 9 a.m.-5
p.
and Saturday, 10 a.m.-2 p.m.
orem

Werkshep: Summer Jobe with Netural Resources Employers —
Aa Majors; ‘ Thureday, . 8o.m.,
6 p.m NA 101.1
Techniques; Thureday

We're not the Biggest
but We're the Best!

Where the Difference
is Worth the Drive.
Arcata Flea Market
Thurs. thru Sun.

2pm until...

HSU

STUDENTS

A beginning special at the Hair
Company in Jacoby Storehouse.
Show your student body card for

A FREE
ample bottle of shampoo & rinse

with any hair service
Offer expires 11-18-81
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New Releases
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Elvis Costello

“Almost Blve”

BACKSTREET

Diene
“Why

18 & OV" > WELCOME AT ALL TIMES © 1D REQUIRED
MOJOS iS NOW ACCEPTING TABLE RESERVATIONS

CHECK WEEKLY FLYERS FOR SCHEDULE
ADDITIONS DELETIONS
YOU CAN FIND MOJOS CALENDARS WEEKLY FLYERS IN EUREKA:
THE WORKS, THE RECORD STORE; TWO STREET MUSIC, MAXONS MUSIC WORLD:
PRO SPORTS CENTER, SHARKEY'S ARCADE. EUREKA CAR STEREO, SHAKEY'S PIZZA
IN ARCATA: THE RECORD STORE, PEOPLE'S RECORDS: WILDWOOD MUSIC: HAIR CYCLE,
IN GARBERVILLE

SINGING SALTON MUSIC

yey

Ross

De Peels Fell in Leve”

Olivie Newton-John

856 10th ST
ARCATA
822-MOJO
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‘Jacks treated rudely on road
FWC title on line in Hayward;
Plant’s arm hurt but he'll play
coach.
“It’s amazing that we've done so
well against the big city teams the last
few years,’’ Van Deren said. ‘*
"re
usually
the ones that get the top
picks
from the junior
es and high
schools that surround them.”’
Hayward State coach Tim T
isn’t ta
the boys from the N
Coast lightly.
‘*1 was told that Humboldt was the
favorite this year and frankly, it sur-

By Matt Elkins
Staff writer
No lo:
at the top of the standings. HSU’s football team has found
itself
in the middle of a race for the Far
Western Conference championship.

After an unpleasant visit to

State last Saturday in which HSU lost
26-7, the ‘Jacks travel to Hayward
State to play a team that crowns the
league with an unblemished 2-0 record.
HSU and Chico trail by half a game,
both clubs with 2-1 records.
HSU’s difficulties at Chico started
with an elbow injury that sidelined
quarterback Bill Plant.
Plant is confident that his role in the
Hayward game won't be hampered b
the injury to his throwing arm. “‘I’ll
play,” he said while sitting in the training room Monday.
The senior quarterback’s talent will
be needed to continue a balanced running and passing attack. But, if Plant’s
arm isn’t up to par at kick-off, the
*Jacks will have to rely even more on
the rushing abilities of Ron Hurst and
Garrett Moore.
‘*It’s really a damn shame that we
have to rely on one
n so much,”’
said HSU Coach Bud
Van Deren. ‘‘But
these things happen to every team and
all we can do is try to compensate in
other ways.”’
If history is apt to repeat itself, Van
Deren’s squad has the advantage over
oe
The last two years of football between these two schools has
been dominated by the Lumberjacks, a
feat that somewhat surprises the HSU

Deo one

RReOCaeO aoe SRE

prised me,’’ he said in a telephone in-

terview Monday.
‘‘But there’s no
doubt Plant’s an excellent quarterback
and I do have a lot of respect for the
coaching staff.’’
Like most teams in the conference,
Hayward’s strength will be its air attack. After seven games Hayward
ranked second in the conference in
passing, averaging almost 190 yards a
game. Chico leads the FWC with more
than 220 yards
me. Humboldt
ranks fourth with 161.
If the Jacks beat the Pioneers again
Sacramento
this Saturday, and u
State next week, HSU can do no worse
than own a share of the title.
‘‘The
conference
is a_ real
dog-fight,’"” Van Deren said. ‘‘We still
have two rough weeks left against
Hayward and Sacramento.”’
If anything,

“Things may have gone too well
us,”’ he said. ‘‘But now we know
have to play a lot better
Hayward if we want to just be in

game. We've got an uphill battle.”

Standings
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wont be able to defend natio
Runners fail to qualify at regionals
By John Surge
Staff writer
The HSU men’s cross country team
will not travel to Boston, where it had
to capture a second-consecutive
national championship.
Mark Conover and Tim Gruber,
however, will travel to Boston to represent the ‘Jacks at the NCAA Division
championship on Nov.
Os aia
Both distance runners qualified for

the nationals by placing Ist and 11th

‘Jacks finished 4th at the combined
ional and FWC meet.
ead coach Jim Hunt said, ‘‘! feel
badly for the team, but I’m not disapoer in them. I figured we would be

third.””

He added that a season-long injury
6 Roger Innes also hurt the team’s ef-

ort.
UC Riverside won the meet with 47

points, followed by Cal Poly San Luis

Te (87), Eastern Washington (89)
HSU (97).
and
The top three teams go to the nationals.

qualifying
respectively at the
Conover won his second
meet in Belmont last
Saturday.
championship despite
won
team
a
The Lumberjacks as
developed the week
that
ay
their 6th Far Western Conference
race.
ear
vy
in the last eight years.
“1 Was worried because 'of
*
defend
to
chance
a
have
not
but will

their

national

championship.

The

the loss against Chico
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straight
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Frosh athletes

First-year competitors must
weather collegiate conditions
sive guard and is the only freshman
starter for the Lumberjacks this year.
‘*1 lucked out,’? Clampett said. ‘‘I
got to start the first game because a
mid got ... I don’t know something
appened so I got to start.”’

By John Surge

Staff writer

Freshmen in their first year of intercollegiate sports at HSU must deal with
new coaches, college life and tougher
competition.
An athlete who was outstanding in
high school may or may not make the
starting team at HSU.
Octavio Morales, a freshman on the
men’s cross country team, was a
member of the best California high
school cross country team last fall —
Camarillo High. He placed second in
the 1600 meters (4:10.6) at the state
track and field championships in June.
This year, however, Morales has
found the HSU team to have a high
level of competition. He was not a
member of the seven-man team that
traveled to the FWC championships at
Belmont Saturday.
‘‘High school competition is a lot
easier. They’re not really as dedicated Armulfo Morales
as they are in college. In college, running is the most important part of their consistently been one of the Lumberlife — they really want to do well in jacks’ top five runners this year.
it.””
‘*I trained really hard and got really
Morales knew about the national lucky and so far I’ve done really well
championship won by the team last — better than I thought I would.’’
November and was not expecting to
Arnulfo credits good coaching and
make the team.
‘I just said, ‘do your best and the varied terrain and weather of the
eo
happens,
happens,’’’
he Arcata area with his success.
said.
Head football coach Bud Van Deren
Morales is ‘‘redshirting’’ this year, said the biggest problem freshmen
so he has four more years of cross football players must deal with is
country eligibility.
homesickness.
Octavio’s cousin Arnulfo Morales,
also a freshman from Camarillo, has
‘‘We have had freshmen football
made a successful transition. He has players leave for no other reason than

In his first game for HSU he did not
play the position he plays now. He
played guard at Live Oak High School
in Morgan Hill but was moved to offensive tackle when he came to HSU.
**I had a real good (first) game and
they saw me in the films so they moved
me over to the strong (right) guard,’’
he said. ‘“‘You have to work
a lot
harder (at HSU).”’
He has been starting at right guard
ever since.

Mark Clampett
being homesick — adjusting to the fact
that they’re not going to be running
home every weekend,”’ he said.
Freshmen who were outstanding in
high school realize they must be patient
about playing an active role in the
teams games, Van Deren said.
**I think the freshmen realize that
they are going out for a varsity team
and that they most likely will not be on
the starting team or play too much.
However, there are exceptions.’’
Mark Clampett is the exception on
the football team. He plays right offen-

Head volleyball coach Barbara van
Putten said the freshmen on her team
do not have problems adjusting to the
college system. Only one freshman,
Bonnie Braymen, has managed to
break into her starting line-up.
**We're fortunate — the volleyball
team — because they (the players)
come in a month before classes start.
So we can assimilate them into our program really easily. They don’t appear
to have that much difficulty adjusting
—
coach (or) the players at all,’’ she
said.
On the women’s cross country team
Kim Pieratt is the only freshman in the
competing top seven and has been consistently in the scoring top five.
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Frustrated in
Turlock; ‘Jacks

Nationals
i, A se esis thin SA SE:
S
S
should come from Frank Assuma of nationals and is looking
mental thing. 1 wasn’t relaxed.”
Hunt

slow to a
had to er
Conov

jog on the downhill portions of the

race so he would not aggravate the in-

second at the
side
who placed
UCRiver

regional meet.

ury.

Conover’s 31:12.5 clocking was the
third fastest collegiate time run on the
ngs
10,000 meter Crystal
hilly

a

course.

**! think I’ll win (the nationals),"" he
said. ‘If I can run like I did Saturday
under adverse conditions, I feel I can
‘“

be

runner must

_

In the FWC

by

qualified

Gruber

and

Conover

32:51.8 clocking.
“I wasn't pleased (with my perfor-

Morales and senior Wayne Arnulfo
ison were the non-scoring members of

Gruber was the 4th qualifier with a placit
he

‘I

said.

thought

I

layoff that was

were slowed

Coach Chris |Hopper |nad eopaaees
inst
umberjac
wins for
two
1
the ‘‘weak’’ Stanislaus team.

the squad.

a at aa in

women’s cross country team will trot

Claiborne

needed

to help heal its illnesses, the

down to Cal Poly Pomona Saturday to

compete

in the western regionals.

at the
HSU captured third
Stare Conference finals 11 days
Gites
ago. Colds and flu, however,

blems

while Adame

°

because of health proand

to finish

10th

Felix finished 24th

and 27th, respectively.

n will probably finish
Claudia
in the top 10, passall GSC foes, and

PLAZA SHOE 3

Hair Cut Special

qualify for the nationals.

Men

Redwing, Weet Coest, eae
Wigurem Socks, Mangen Clogs

ON THE PLAZA

0981138

87.00 sie
Cut and Styling

By Cindy and Joyce
Arcata Hairshop
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1, m. at Sunny Brae Middle School.

away from the remaining competition.
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Launderland
D&J
5000 Valley West Center, Arcata
HOURS:

7 Days a Week
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national
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with a 1-7-2 conference record, 4-10-2
;
overall.

Lumberjacks healed and ready for regionals
After a one-week

822-1072

automotive supplies
1.D.

(exceps sale items)

Check our automotive supplies. .. We'll be good to you.

Professional Service
on Most Makes
Parts & Accessories

STUDENT DISCOUNTS
NORTH COAST MERCANTILE CO.,INC.

1145 W. DEL NORTE ST. PHONE: (707) 442-3715
EUREKA, CALIFORNIA 95501
6 ANE
HUNG OF GLENS

INC 6ST GUNS
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against
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for the HSU soccer team.
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Lumberjack Classifieds
FOR

SALE:

Olympus

TYPING

For Rent

OM—1N;

50mm macro; 28 {2; 85mm f2: autoextension tubes, polarizer; tripod.
Complete
for $575.00.
Contact
eer Kankerberg, Box 633, Arcata.

ALL UTILITIES PAID including cable
TV. One bedroom furnished
cabin, 3
miles
from campus, on busline, $275
mo. 930-1321" 11
11-11

HORSES FOR LEASE by the month.
10-SPEED

BIKE:

Great

new
tires.
$75.00.
822-1158. 11-4

condition,

Call

$60

Seima

only.

72S

JEFFERSON

AIRPLANE poster (wooden airplane
with flowers), 28 x 38, Fillmore
Auditorium, thick stock, original, full
color, $6 post-pd. Other San Francisco concert posters from 60's including
Hendrix,
Doors,
Stones,
Dead, Who, etc. Send $3 for color
at (140 posters), refundable
AIRPLANE, P.O. Box
a7308 5!
SF. 94127. 12-2

BREATHE ENERGIZED AIR with an
ion

fountain.

Negative

generators

promote —

health.

models

THE

SON.

° 8:00 P.M.

TYPESETTING: The Lumberjack offers low-cost typesetting services to
campus and university organizations.
Speedy service
with a smile! For more
information contact the production
manager
at The
Lumberjack,
826-3271.

CLINIC—Sponsered

typewriter. Call Terry at 839-0043 for
all your typing needs. 11-11
IN-HOME TYPING by non-student
using a Selectric typewriter for a professional
look.
Dependable:
resonable. Phone Diane, 822-7114.
Please, no calls after 8 pm. 12-9
ARE YOU PLANNING A PARTY
and would like live music? Rock n’
Roll, New and Old? For a reasonable
price?
Give us a listen, we couldbe
what
you need. 677-3440.

11-4

11-4

Fri

AM

to

Goo

PM

Thru

Fri.

Sat.

1080 G Street, Arcata

822-2
COUPON

All Vitamins...%3 Off
Price Good

Until Nov.

LOST—KODAK INSTAMATIC on the
streets of Arcata or the bottoms. The
film is important! Initials on camera
B.E.B. Call 668-5100 Reward!

Personals
POOPSIE: We won't
have to worry
about Pua eating our green M&Ms if
we make sure and eat ‘em up first!Oh
baby! You can be my blanket anytime!
By the way...nerds
are ok, at leastin
your nerdish way! | heart you, Toots.

JANA—Would
MICHAEL

you

marry

me?

REGINALD,
you ‘ave got to stop taking after Winston and learn to spell my
name right. Pretty soon you will start

wearing
an Army cap. Yours Sincerely, Viadimire.
WORMWOOD—You

bungier,

it's

Gregorian
Church of the Holy Family (Traditional
Episcopal), November 8, Sunday, at
11 am.
1757 J Street, Arcata.
—SCREWTAPE

teeae dining in The

Loft

table service

11:30a.m.-1:30p.m.
Located

Arcata Family
Drug
9:00

About 24 in. tall. Well behaved.
Brown collar and flea collar. Found at
7th and Union. Call 822-8570

Monday-Friday

822-4619

Mon.

smoking

FOUND: Black male Setter-Lab mix.

on

the

3rd

floor
of the

U.C. Center

3-5 pm

752 18th St. Arcata

PM

for

Classifieds

Happy Hour

Mon-Fri

SMOKER

Lumberjack

§2-CA-1 Corona Del Mar, CA 92625.

Dinner
5-10 pm Daily

6:30

LIVE IN A DUMP??? Does your
landiord qualify as
of the area's
“SLUM LORDS?” Heb
me expose
them through my tern paper, SLUM
LORDS AND STUDI@évT HOUSING. If
you can help, call Kathy at 822-4753.
11-11

waited

Mon.-

wedding

antique jewelry,
wedding
rings,
custom jewelry & silver bars. Pacific
Gold Exchange, 922 E St., Eureka,
442-3570. 2-10

11-4

11:30 am - 2 pm

rings,

Lake, CA 95525. 11-4

Lunch

To

WANTED—Ciass

research program. Part-time, flexible
hrs. $5 perhr. Send inquiries
to Far
Western Ent., P.O. Box 153, Blue

i

AM

DO YOU HAVE A TRUCK and pian
to go to San Francisco Bay Area for
Thanksgiving? | am moving. Can we
make a deal? Call Jeanne 443-8106.
Keep trying! 11-4

FEMALE

by

information available. 11-4

9:00

interested
call Jenny
Cranst.
826-3564 (office)
LA 20B. 11-4

Wanted
NON-STUDENT

ringat Union

Suse’ Pons a
about April.
description required. inquire
at Safeway.

MEN, here is a service for you. Free

birth control & information, individual
counseling, drop-in and on-going
support groups for discussion of your
concerns.
Everyman's
Center

TYPIST with Selectric self correcting

$70—$125¢ Jacob, 822122-6088. Free

from

FOUND:
Town

12-9

EXPERIENCED,

TYPEWRITER REPAIRS hait price.
''l clean or repair your machine for half
of quoted shop estimates. Professional work, budget prices. Call Tom
443-9586 eves. ip.

TUNE-UP

ion

and

Lost
& Found

Quality
work
produced
at a
reasonable price. Call Mary Griswold,
445-9550, between 10:30 A.M. and

822-2957.

ay
ae,

industrial Arts club. Tune-up day is
Nov. 21. Sign up in the Quad Nov.
9-12 from 10-3 for an appointment.

3

papers,

BARBARA'S
TYPING
SERVICE.
Experience
typing manuscripts,
mathematics,
reports,oo
theses, etc., using an IBM Selectric
typewriter with correctable tape.
Reasonable rates. 839-2083 (iet it
ring) 9 am - 9 pm. 11-18

SURPLUS
JEEPS, CARS, TRUCKS
Car-inv. value $2143 sold for $100.
For information
on purchasing similar
bargains, Call 602-941-8014 Ext.
1257. Phone call refundable. 11-4

air

11-18

OF

riders

——_2ervices

11-11

1967

Experienced

STABLES

822-2190.

18
SPEED
UNIVEGA
Gran
Turismo—19
inch frame
womens
bike. New—less than 100 miles. Cost
oe
sell $250. 677-3520 eves.

CLASSIC

per month.

SERVICE—Term

$=

—__For Sale

14, 1981

Thomas

B. Barnes O.D.

912 Tenth St.
Mon-Fri

9-5

822-7248
Sat

9-5

PEOPLE'S RECORDS IS NOW RENTING
RECORDS. OVER 3,000 TO CHOOSE
FOR AS LITTLE AS .50 PER DAY.
WE PAY CASH FOR LP’S, CASSETTES,
45'S, MUSIC BOOKS AND
MEMORABILIA.
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Wagons

ho

Rolling juvenile self-improvement project
offers hard work on road to rehabilitation

By Barb Mayer
Staff writer

A surprising addition to the noon
hour traffic rolled past Arcata last Friday — a western style wagon train,
complete with mules, horses and eight
covered wagons.
The wagon train is run by 24
counselors and 36 young adults from
juvenile wards around the country.
The train is a part of a rehabilitation
program called Vision Quest.
**We are trying to make an impact
on this country,"’ Wagon Master Rick
Zasa said during a lunch break in
Eureka.
“There is a different way to deal
with troubled kids than locking them
up in prisons,’’ he added.
Traveling an average of 22 miles a
day, the Tucson, Ariz. based Vision
Quest has been on the road for seven
months and will return to Tuscson in
February.
The young men and women are
responsible for taking care of the 55
animals on the trip, maintaining the
wagons and setting up the tepees where
they sleep.
“*It’s not a lot of fun ... it’s a lot of
hard work. It’s mostly hard work,”’
counselor Mike Thorton said.
**We have a 70 percent success rate.
Seven out of 10 never go back
court system,”* he explained.

in the

Two other wagon trains are on the
road in different parts of the country.
One is on the East Coast and the other

Statt photo by Wayne Fioyd

Vision Quest pioneers ride the rehabilitation trail — Highway

101 — through Arcata.

left Arizona two weeks ago.

Asbestos
Continued from page 1
district’s

water

supply

by

runoff,

ac-

cording to the report.

said

Art
Bolli, the district’s general
manager, said last week in a telephone
interview that although the asbestos
level is high,

maximum

In a telephone interview last week,
senior sanitary engineer Frank Phillips,
of the department's Red Bluff office,

concentration

standards have not been set by federal
or state authorities.
Dr.
Paul
Anderson,
Humboldt
County Public Health Officer, said last
week,
‘‘Federal (authorities) are
awaiting the results of studies’’ before
setting any standards.
“We have looked at asbestos pro-

‘The medical
literature doesn’t

support or refute the
thesis that asbestos
fibers are harmful in
water.’
blems for several years ... it’s nothing
new. They haven’t really shown that
asbestos in water can cause cancer,”’
Anderson said.

A 1974 California State Health
on
statement
policy
Department
asbestos in water says ‘inhalation of
concentrated asbestos particles has
caused cancer,’’ but the ingestion of
asbestos in domestic drinking water is a
different matter.

‘‘The medical literature doesn’t support or refute the thesis that asbestos
fibers are harmful in water,’’ according to the department statement.

the

1974

policy

statement

is still

valid and no new statement has been
released. The department’s policy is
that ‘‘the possible hazard of asbestos in
drinking water shouldn’t be taken
lightly. But there is no cause for
alarm,”’ Phillips said.
Studies of asbestos content in water
are in progress across the United States
to determine if a definite causal relationship exists between high asbestos
concentrations in water and cancer.
A 1979 Environmental Protection
Agency
rt analyzing the asbestos
concentration in water supplies for 365
cities in the country found 45 percent
of the samples had ‘‘significant concentrations’’ of asbestos fibers in their
drinking water.
A significant concentration is any
level of fibers near or greater than one
million fibers per liter.
Asbestos
fibers are generally
‘‘measured in million parts per liter,”’
according to John Winzler, whose firm
ereeret the report for HBMWD.
inzler said the Mad River samples
were sent to the ‘University of
Washington because it has the most
sophisticated equipment’’ for measurement.
Winzler said when comparing
the
Mad River asbestos content with the
EPA's 365S-city study, the Mad River
concentrations are ‘‘in the range of the
highest in the nation.”
Winzler’s
report
indicates the
average asbestos fiber concentration
for treated and untreated Mad River
water is 70 million fibers per liter.
The EPA study found 75 of 365
cities with levels over one million fibers
per liter. Forty-one cities had greater
than 10 million fibers per liter.
West Coast cities with high asbestos
levels in their water include San Fran-

cisco with 25 million fibers per liter,
Seattle, Wash. with 30 million fibers
per liter and Everett, Wash. had 60
million fibers per liter.
The

San

Francisco

study

and

a

Duluth, Minn. study that statistically
correlate high asbestos content in water
with
cancer
were
‘‘indirect
epidemiological’’ approaches ‘‘that
can only suggest associations’’ between
cancer and asbestos content in water,
according to an article in a 1980 issue
of the Journal of Epidemiology.
Epidemiology is the study of the
causes and control of epidemics.
Anderson

said there are five studies

‘...For 365
cities...45 percent
of the samples had

“significant
concentrations” of

asbestos fibers...’
—_ conducted on the possible health
problems of asbestos fibers in water.
He said the studies are being worked
on in San Francisco, Seattle, Wash.,
Duluth, Minn. and in cities in Florida
and South Carolina.
Anderson
said long-term studies
would be necessary to get accurate
results because cases of cancer often
aren’t detected until many years after
exposure to cancer-causing materials.

He said a Humboldt County study
on the effects of asbestos fibers in
drinking water would not be effective
because the population is too small to

yield accurate results.
‘‘There’s no use going out scaring
people about (asbestos fiber content in
drinking water). We really don’t know

if it can have any deleterious effect,’’
Anderson said.
HBMWD manager Bolli said the
district

has been

using the Mad

River

for ‘‘years and years and years"’ to
supply communities with water and
there is no evidence of any problem as
a result of its use.
Bolli said, ‘‘the Mad River flows
through a lot of serpentine,’’ which is
where the asbestos fibers are derived.
‘*All water coming out of the ground
is going to contain the mineral matter
through
which it passed,’’ Raymond
(Bud) Burke, HSU geology professor,
said last week.
He said the mineral
is called
chrysotile.
The chrysotile mineral
fibers make up the serpentine rock the
water
through.
Burke said serpentine is one of the
main rocks that make up the bedrock
of the North Coast.
He said ‘‘you can’t avoid it (serpentine rock) — it’s everywhere” in Humboldt County.
He said since serpentine is so
prevalant in the area, avoiding asbestos
fibers in drinking water can only be
done by filtration or treatment of the
water.

Bolli said the district doesn’t have
the equipment needed to eliminate the
asbestos from the water.
He said if federal standards are
established for asbestos content in
drinking water, the district has a conas
plan.
he plan calls for a ‘‘pilot treatment
plant’’ to be built to filter the water to
meet the standards, according to Bolli.
“But it would cost millions of
dollars for a plant ... we don’t intend
to go to the voters to ask fora bond
measure

(for

funding)

until

we

know

what to do — based on standards.’’

